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AGENDA
This meeting will not be taking place in a physical location. Please use the link
below to access the meeting
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetupjoin/19%3ameeting_NGMyMTU0MTMtZTkxNi00ZWJhLWFkOWUtMzMyMGIzZGM4OD
gy%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22ac4b077e-a758-4bc5-946535c192007704%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22aae35fd9-a8f2-4eba-802740e5c0b602ea%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

To undertake the roll call and receive any apologies for absence.
2

MEMBERSHIP AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

To note the Terms of Reference and Membership of the Board (copy enclosed).
3

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST

Members are invited to disclose any disclosable pecuniary interest they have in any item
on the agenda which comprises
1

Details of any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for
profit or gain.

2

Details of any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from
the authority) made or provided within the relevant period in respect of any
expenses incurred by you in carrying out duties as a member, or towards your
election expenses. (This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade
union within the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992.

3

Details of any contract which is made between you (or a body in which you have
a beneficial interest) and the authority
(a)

Under which goods or services are to be provided or works are to be
executed; and

(b)

Which has not been fully discharged.

4

Details of any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the authority.

5

Details of any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of
the authority for a month or longer.

6

Details of any tenancy where (to your knowledge)

(a)

The landlord is the authority; and

(b)
The tenant is a body in which you have a beneficial
interest.
7

Details of any beneficial interest in securities of a body where
(a)

That body (to your knowledge) has a place of business or land in the
area of the authority; and

(b)

Either –
(i)

The total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one
hundredth of the total issued share capital of that body; or

(ii)

If that share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total
nominal value of the shares of any one class in which the relevant
person has a beneficial interest exceeds one hundredth of the total
issued share capital of that class.
In addition, you must also disclose other non-pecuniary interests set out in the Code of
Conduct where these have not already been registered.
Note
A “disclosable pecuniary interest” is an interest of a councillor or their partner
(which means spouse or civil partner, a person with whom they are living as
husband or wife, or a person with whom they are living as if they are civil
partners).
4

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

To consider whether the press and public should be excluded from the meeting during
consideration of any items on the agenda.
5

MINUTES

To receive the minutes of the previous meeting held on 22 October 2020 (copy
enclosed).
6

SCHEDULE OF FUTURE MEETINGS

To note the Schedule of Future Meetings: Wednesday 21 April 2021 at 1pm - venue to be confirmed

7

MONITORING REPORT FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

To consider a report from the Chief Fire Officer (copy enclosed).
PART II - ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
8

VERBAL UPDATE ON EMERGING ISSUES

To receive a general verbal update from the Chief Fire Officer.
9

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

To note that the next meeting will take place on 21 April 2021.
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Agenda Item 2

Part 2Q: Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board
1

Summary

1.1 The Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board is responsible for assisting the Scheme
Manager of the Cumbria Firefighters’ Pension Schemes to comply with all
relevant legislative requirements and to ensure the effective governance of the
scheme for Cumbria Firefighters Pensions.
2

Functions of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board

2.1 The functions of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board are to:
(a) Assist the Scheme Manager of the Cumbria Firefighters’ Pension Scheme
to secure compliance with:
(i) The regulations covering administration of the Firefighters’ Pension
Schemes (FPS);
(ii) Other legislation relating to the governance and administration of the
FPS; and
(iii) The requirements imposed by the Pensions Regulator in relation to the
FPS; and
(b) To ensure the effective and efficient governance and administration of the
FPS.
2.2 The Board must have a policy and framework to meet the knowledge and
understanding requirements of section 248A of the Pensions Act 2004.
2.3 In its role in assisting the Scheme Manager as described above, the Board shall
report twice yearly to Council on matters reviewed and suggestions for their
consideration.
2.4 Where the Board is concerned that due consideration has not been given to
matters of non-compliance the Board may submit a report for consideration by
the Audit and Assurance Committee as the body designated by the Scheme
Manager with the capacity to investigate such matters on its behalf.
2.5 The Board is constituted under the Public Service Pension Act 2013 and the Fire
Pension Scheme (Amendment) (Governance) Regulations 2014 and is therefore
not subject to the requirements of s.101 of the Local Government Act 1972.
Agreed by Cumbria County Council 9th September 2020
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2.6 The Board has no remit as a decision making body but is established to assist
the Scheme Manager fulfil its functions which shall be deemed to cover all
aspects of governance and administration of the Pension Scheme.
3

Operating Structure and Codes of Conduct of the Cumbria Fire Local
Pension Board

3.1 The operating structure and codes of conduct of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension
Board is as follows:
a) The Board will be quorate if 50% of designated members (i.e. 2) are in
attendance.
b) Prior to appointment to the Board all members will be required to sign up to
the Board’s Code of Conduct and Conflicts of Interest Policy. As a body
representing the public interest the Code of Conduct and Conflicts of
Interest Policy of members of the Fire Local Pension Board will be aligned
to those applicable to members of the Pension Committee.
c) The Board will meet as a minimum twice a year. Meetings will be held during
normal working hours and will predominantly be held within County
boundaries.
d) Where required, a minimum of two Board members (one from the scheme
member representatives and one from the scheme employer
representatives) or the Scheme Manager can request a special meeting be
convened. Notice of ten working days must be given.
e) As a non-decision-making body the Board have no authority to establish
working parties / sub-groups.
f) Each member shall have an equal vote and, should it be required, the Chair
will have the casting vote.
4

Commissioning of Service providers and Advisors

4.1 All members of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board have the right to access
the support of independent advisors, however due regard has to be taken of
securing value for money and as such whether in the first instance officers of the
County Council could provide the assistance required.
4.2 Items of expenditure by the Board must have prior approval from the Section 151
Officer.

Agreed by Cumbria County Council 9th September 2020
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5

Role of Officers

5.1 Reasonable secretarial and professional support will be provided by Officers of
the Scheme Manager. Costs associated with this will be charged to Cumbria Fire
and Rescue Service.
6

Publication and Data Protection

6.1 As a general principle meetings will be open to the public.
6.2 Paper or electronic versions (as requested) of all agendas and papers will be
provided to all members of the Board prior to a meeting. The Chair can accept
that items be tabled on the day should such a need arise.
6.3 As a matter of policy the Pension Board has adopted the principals of paperless
working, therefore as a matter of course public access to all agendas, public
papers and minutes etc. will be available on the Council’s website. On request
alternative media versions are available.
6.4 The County Council as the Scheme Manager is the registered data controller of
the Cumbria FPS, and as such all policies and practices in this regard applicable
within the County Council are directly applicable to the Board.
7

Membership

7.1 Equal representation between scheme employers and scheme members is
required. The membership of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board will
comprise two scheme member representatives and two scheme employer
representatives.
7.2 Appointment of Board members - to ensure an open and transparent selection
process and to ensure the Scheme Manager meets its obligation to ensure
appointed members have the relevant understanding and capacity, the selection
process will be through application, matching to a role profile and interview. The
Appointment Panel will consist of the Chief Fire Officer, Monitoring Officer and
Portfolio Holder for Fire and Rescue Services.
7.3 Appointments will be for four years (or, in the case of elected members for the
remainder of their current term of office) and there will be no limit on the number
of times a member of the board can seek to be reappointed.
7.4 The two scheme member representatives will be selected to ensure all
membership groups within the Fund are considered.

Agreed by Cumbria County Council 9th September 2020
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7.5 Appointment of the Chair / Vice Chair – the Scheme Manager will appoint the
Chair and the Vice Chair. The roles will be split with one being a scheme member
representative and one being a scheme employer representative and this will be
alternated on a two yearly cycle.
7.6 Reimbursement of reasonable expenses for attendance at meetings and training
sessions will be in line with the Council’s agreed policies and rates for elected
members. All such costs will be met directly by Cumbria Fire and Rescue
Service.
7.7 Relevant knowledge and capacity – the Scheme Manager must ensure that
each person appointed to the Board has the relevant knowledge and the capacity
to represent the employers or members (as appropriate) of the Scheme. Initially
this will be done through selection by the Scheme Manager but, following
appointment, it is a member’s individual responsibility to ensure they attend
sufficient training to enable them to continue to fulfil the experience and capacity
requirements. Full training will be provided and all reasonable costs will be met
by Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service. To ensure compliance with the above a
general level of attendance at meetings and training events is required.
8

Substitution

8.1 Substitutes are permitted and sufficient substitutes will be appointed to ensure
that the representation described in 7.2 can be maintained whenever a
substitution is required.
8.2 In recognition of the requirements relating to relevant knowledge and capacity,
substitutes must be subject to the same appointment process as Board members
detailed in 7.2 and the relevant knowledge and capacity requirements as set out
at 7.7. Each substitute will be appointed for a four year term (or, in the case of
elected members for the remainder of their current term of office) and there is no
limit on the number of times the substitute can seek to be reappointed.
8.3 Reimbursement of reasonable travel expenses for attendance at meetings and
training sessions will be in line with the County Council’s agreed policies and
rates for elected members. All such costs will be met directly by the Cumbria Fire
and Rescue Service.

Agreed by Cumbria County Council 9th September 2020
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Agenda Item 5
CUMBRIA FIRE LOCAL PENSION BOARD
Minutes of a virtual meeting of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board held on
Thursday, 22 October 2020 at 1.00 pm.
PRESENT:
Mrs J Willis (Chair)
Mr D Harrison (Vice-Chair)
Mr AWC Lamb

Mr M Nicholson

Also in Attendance:
Ms A Clark

-

Mrs J Currie
Mr A Farrar
Mr P George
Mr S Healey
Ms T Robinson
Ms L Taylor
Ms G Welbourn

-

Senior Manager - Pensions and Financial Services (Deputy S151
Officer – Pensions)
Professional Lead - Democratic Services
Democratic Services Officer
Group Finance Manager - Pensions, Investments and Insurance
Chief Fire Officer
Business Partner - People Management
Finance Manager - Pensions Investments and Governance
Technical Finance Officer - Pensions
PART 1 – ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE
PRESENCE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRESS

33

ROLL CALL AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

There were no apologies for absence.
34

MEMBERSHIP AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

Members were informed that since the last formal meeting of the Board the Terms
of Reference had been amended to correct two minor inaccuracies. These were
noted by members.
There were no changes in membership to note on this occasion.
35

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST

There were no disclosures of interest made.
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36

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

RESOLVED,

37

MINUTES

RESOLVED,

38

that the press and public be not excluded from any items on the
agenda today.

that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 4 February 2020
be agreed as a true and accurate record and signed by the Chair.

SCHEDULE OF FUTURE MEETINGS

Members noted that future meetings of the Fire Local Pension Board would be held
as follows:
 3 February 2021 at 1pm – venue to be confirmed
 21 April 2021 at 1pm – venue to be confirmed
39

MONITORING REPORT FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 30 JUNE 2020

Members considered a report from the Chief Fire Officer which advised the Cumbria
Fire Local Pension Board Members of any material risk management, policy or
governance issues and national regulatory changes to 30 September 2020 and any
performance monitoring issues of the Scheme to 30 June 2020.
The Technical Finance Officer took members through the report, highlighting the
following:
 Risk - the current risk register had 13 risks comprising 1 red risk
(information security arrangements); 2 amber risks (pension
administration processes and the Sargeant Judgement); and 10 green
risks.
There was 1 new risk which had been added, which was the impact of
COVID-19 on Pensions’ Administration, which had potential for
resourcing issues within Local Pensions Partnership (currently trading
as Your Pension Service (YPS) in Cumbria) and the Fund to continue
to provide an effective pensions administration service through the
pandemic. The risk has a score of 6 (“moderate” but “unlikely”).
The Scheme and YPS had sought to mitigate this risk where possible
to ensure that the Scheme could operate effectively throughout the
pandemic with limited risk to the scheme members and the employer.
In addition to the new risk detailed above, the comments associated
with some risks had been amended to reflect a number of
developments including the release of the consultation on the
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proposed resolution to the Sargeant judgement. However, there has
been no amendments to the scoring of any of the risks.
 YPS Performance - in the quarter to 30 June 2020, performance
against all but one of the KPIs had been 100%, against the SLA target
of 95%. One case in the ‘other’ category was resolved one day late,
therefore reduced the quarterly performance to 99%. However, other
than June 2020, performance has been 100% for every month since
September 2019. The risk register noted that COVID-19 posed a
significant risk to the administration service provided to the Fund. It
was therefore a positive outcome that YPS performance had not been
materially affected by the pandemic.
The report noted a slight increase in the number of scheme members
signed up to My Pension On-Line (MPO).
 Local Pensions Partnership Reorganisation - Local Pensions
Partnership (which operated in Cumbria as Your Pension Service) had,
over the past year reviewed its internal structures. The organisation
had recently separated its pensions administration services from its
asset investment services.
The Local Pensions Partnership administration business was currently
reviewing its existing practices and aiming to standardise a range of its
key activities across all of its clients (of which Cumbria FPS was one),
for example, the production of quarterly reports and the development
of a new member and employer facing website, to be launched later
this year. To aid, this, the organisation would be moving away from
using the “Your Pension Service” brand and standardising naming
conventions for all clients to Local Pensions Partnership Administration
(LPPA).
 Legal breaches recorded/reported during the quarter – members noted
there are no breaches to report for the quarter to 30 June 2020.
 Scheme Discretions – it had been anticipated that the discretions
policy would have been presented to this meeting, however work to
clarify some legal points meant that this had not been possible. The
Technical Finance Officer noted that since publishing the report legal
sign off was now complete.
 Pensions Ombudsman - following the Pensions Ombudsman
acknowledging the receipt of our initial response to a complaint made
by an employee on 6 December 2019 the matter was reviewed by an
Adjudicator in July 2020 (the first stage of the Ombudsman process).
The Adjudicator did not agree that the complaint by the individual could
be upheld and concluded that evidence did not indicate that there was
maladministration on the part of CFRS.
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 Internal Dispute Resolution Procedure (IDPR) - two separate IDRP
appeals were received in June 2020. One was regarding the
transitional arrangements associated with the Sargeant and McCloud
case. As the IDRP cannot be used where proceedings in respect of a
dispute had commenced in any court or tribunal the individual was
informed that CFRS would not be able to take any further action on the
matter.
The other IDRP was in relation to the overpayment of injury pension
and was an appeal against reclaiming the amount overpaid. The IDRP
was reviewed at stage 1 by the Chief Fire Officer in accordance with
the procedure and was partially upheld.
 Pensionable Pay - following a recent court case, a recent High Court
judgement on pensionable pay, CFRS was required to review and
make an informed assessment on the pay provided to firefighters
within the meaning of the different scheme rules to assess if they were
pensionable. This assessment had now been completed and no pay
elements needed amending.
 Data Quality - due to the pressures associated with COVID-19, key
projects noted on the Data Quality Improvement Plan reviewed by the
Board were currently on hold. This has enabled the team to focus their
resources supporting priorities such as the timely payment of pension
benefits. The Scheme has benefited from the work undertaken before
the pandemic, and data quality will continue to be reviewed on a
regular basis to ensure that data held by the Scheme continues to be
of a good quality.
 Regulatory changes - Remedy to Sargeant Age Discrimination Case.
On 16 July 2020, HM Treasury launched a formal consultation on its
proposed changes to the transitional arrangements to the 2015
schemes (including the Firefighters scheme) to remedy the
discrimination found in the Sargeant case.
The proposed remedy was complex but thorough. CFRS welcomed
the proposals and considered these were appropriate to address the
discrimination found in the 2015 pension scheme amendments.
 Public Sector Exit Payments Cap - The government first announced
plans to cap exit payments in the public sector in 2015. Following a
consultation in April 2019, on proposals to implement exit payment cap
and the publication, on 21 July 2020, of the Government’s response to
the consultation, The Restriction of Public Sector Exit Payments
Regulations 2020 were approved by Parliament on 30 September
2020 and were due to come into effect on 4 November 2020.
The Regulations include a number of exemptions for payments to
retiring firefighters which meant that was unlikely that any retiree from
the Firefighters’ Scheme would be affected by this cap.
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Additional legislation was required to amend FPS regulations to
implement the exit cap. Further guidance was expected to be issued
by the Local Government Association in due course and Officers would
advise the Local Pension Board when this was released.
 Training – Board members continued to be notified of relevant training
events (internal and external) as and when they arose and were
encouraged to attend.
Members noted there was a specific item on training later on the
agenda for this meeting.
One of the members asked a question about the response times referenced in
paragraph 5.1.5 of the report for new retirements for deferred members and active
members, and the length of time taken for YPS to process the retirements and the
time cases were on hold due to information being required from either the employer,
scheme member or AVC provider. He wondered whether the reason for the
performance going down was COVID related.
The Senior Manager – Pensions and Financial Services said officers had raised this
with YPS and a response was still awaited. However, she confirmed the issues
were not COVID related, and AGREED to provide a written response.
RESOLVED,

40

that the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board receive and note the
performance of the Cumbria Firefighters’ Pension Scheme (FPS) to
30 June 2020 and any material policy or governance issues and
national regulatory changes to 30 September 2020.

CUMBRIA FLPB TRAINING POLICY & PLAN

The Board considered a report from the Chief Fire Officer, which updated on the
areas that had been identified as requiring additional training for Board members
and was informed by the responses received to the Board’s annual training needs
assessment questionnaire.
Board Members were also encouraged to undertake their own personal training for
example through the Pensions Regulator’s Public Sector Pension Scheme Trustee
Toolkit.
It was a legal requirement (per The Pensions Act 2004) that every individual who
was a member of a Local Pension Board met specific knowledge and understanding
obligations. As Board Members were aware, these legal responsibilities were on an
individual level and began from the date they were appointed to their role on the
Board.
To facilitate compliance with this, the Scheme Manager must make appropriate
training available to Board members to assist them in undertaking their role and
must support all Board members in carrying out that training.
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During the period from March to September 2020, at the height of the reaction and
response to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the formal meetings of Cumbria FLPB were
‘stood down’. Officers had advised Board members of on-line training opportunities
to ensure appropriate opportunities continued to be available for Board Members to
maintain their skills and knowledge.
As members were aware, since the initial impact of the pandemic on planned
events, the use of electronic means for enabling meetings and the delivery of online
training had evolved considerably. It was therefore anticipated that, as in previous
years, the 2021/22 plan would reflect both core and wider training requirements
identified by the 2020 training needs assessment questionnaire (due to be
undertaken in December 2020).
With reference to the Training Plan 2020/21 the December 2019 training needs
assessment questionnaire was sent to all members and substitute members of the
Board. The completed responses were collated and assessed the resulting training
plan focusses on the core training needs identified by the evaluation questionnaires
together with up and coming national legislative/policy changes, ongoing work
specific to Firefighters’ Pension Schemes.
In addition to the above, members of the Fire Local Pension Board and officers that
supported this function had access to a dedicated SharePoint site, containing
reference material pertaining to the Firefighters’ Pension Schemes. The site
contained an archive library of the Fire Board report packs, all of the FPS Bulletins,
guidance documents and training materials from training events attended.
RESOLVED, that the Board

41

(1)

consider and approve the updated Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board
Training Policy, and

(2)

approve the specific training plan for the Board for 2020/21.

CUMBRIA FLPB REPORTS TO COUNCIL

Members of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board considered a report from the
Chief Fire Officer, which provided an Annual Report outlining the work of the
Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board in 2019/20, and an update to Council for the six
months ending 30 September 2020.
In its role in assisting the Scheme Manager the Board was required to report to
Council on matters reviewed and suggestions for its consideration. To comply with
this requirement the report contained, in Appendix 1, the Annual Report of the Fire
Local Pension Board for 2019/20, and at Appendix 2 a draft report “Update to
Council for the six months ending 30 September 2020”.
Where the Fire Local Pension Board was concerned that due consideration had not
been given to matters of non-compliance, the Board may submit a report for
consideration by the Audit and Assurance Committee as the body designated by the
Scheme Manager with the capacity to investigate such matters on its behalf.
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The Board had no such matters of non-compliance that were considered
appropriate to raise with the Audit and Assurance Committee.
The Annual Report for 2019/20 was presented to the Board as an appendix to the
Scheme Update paper, circulated by e-mail in July 2020, and followed up by a
group call. There were no issues arising from this review.
The Annual Report for 2019/20 was then presented to Council on 9 September
2020 by Councillor Arthur Lamb, and the report noted. It was attached as Appendix
1 to this report for formal approval by the Board.
A draft report “Update to Council for the six months ending 30 September 2020” was
attached at Appendix 2 for approval by the Board ahead of presenting to Council in
early 2021, as required by the Terms of Reference.
Members noted that the Update Report for Council was scheduled to go in early
2021. The full Council meeting scheduled for January 2021 had been cancelled, so
members wondered if it would be possible to take the Update to full Council in
November instead, Officers AGREED to investigate whether this was possible.
RESOLVED,

42

that the Board

(1)

Formally approve the Annual Report of the Cumbria Fire Local Pension
Board for 2019/20; and

(2)

Approve the draft “update to Council for the six months ending 30
September 2020” report for presentation to the County Council, possibly
in November 2020.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting will be held on 3 February 2021 at 1pm – venue to be confirmed.

The meeting ended at 1.35 pm
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Agenda Item 7
CUMBRIA FIRE LOCAL PENSION BOARD
Meeting date:
From:

3 February 2021

Chief Fire Officer

MONITORING REPORT FOR THE PERIOD TO 30 SEPTEMBER
2020
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report advises Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Members of any
material risk management, policy or governance issues and national
regulatory changes to 31 December 2020 and any performance
monitoring issues of the Scheme to 30 September 2020.
Risk Management:

1.2

The Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board (the Board) follows accepted
best practice across Public Sector Pension Schemes in formally
reviewing Scheme risks at every meeting.

1.3

The risk register (as presented in Appendix 1) outlines the key risks to
the Scheme.

1.4

There have been a number of developments during the quarter that
have led to amendments to the comments associated with some of the
risks on the register, and the risk score associated with Pensions
Administration services has been reduced.
Pensions Administration:

1.5

Performance against key performance indicators for LPPA was 99.07%
(against the SLA of 95%) for the quarter to 30 September 2020.
Governance:

1.6

There are no legal breaches to report during the period.

1.7

There were no discretions exercised during the period.
Policy & Regulation:

1.8

As verbally reported at the last Board meeting, the legal sign off
process of the discretions policy is now complete.
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2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The Council’s vision is to be “A Council that works with residents,
businesses, communities and other organisations to deliver the best
services possible within the available resources”. As part of the
approach to delivering this vision the Council aims to “Put customers
at the heart of everything we do”.

2.2

Good governance and risk management will aid the Council in its role
as Scheme Manager in ensuring its regulatory responsibilities are met,
a good service is provided to scheme members and costs are
controlled. Cost control will have a direct impact on revenue budgets.

2.3

There are no direct equality implications
recommendations in this report.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

It is recommended that the Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board receive
and note the performance of the Cumbria Firefighters’ Pension Scheme
(FPS) to 30 September 2020 and any material policy or governance
issues and national regulatory changes to 31 December 2020.

4.0

RISK

arising out of the

4.1.1 Risk management is a key element of good governance for any
organisation. Officers of the Scheme continually review and monitor risks
bringing any significant emerging issues to the Boards attention throughout
the year, with Members formally reviewing these at each meeting. This
quarterly review process ensures consistent and timely Member oversight of
risk monitoring and thereby provides enhanced due diligence in this regard.
4.1.2 The current risk register at December 2020 is attached at Appendix 1. The
register currently has 13 risks comprising 1 red risk (information security
arrangements); 2 amber risks (pension administration processes and the
Sargeant Judgement); and 10 green risks.
4.1.3 The risk score associated with Pensions Administration services has been
reduced:
Amended Risk: Ref 1.2 - Pensions Administration Processes
Impact of occurrence score
3
Likelihood of occurrence score 3 - reduced from 4
Total Risk Score
9 (Amber) reduced from 12 (Amber)
The Pensions Administration Processes risk was increased in 2018/19
due to poor performance within LPPA in the first half of the year. During
the second half of 2018/19, following actions taken by LPPA to address
the issue, performance levels improved. Performance has remained
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under close scrutiny during 2020/21 and has been at or above the target
performance levels. Performance and member experience are now
considered sufficiently robust to reduce the score for the likelihood of this
risk occurring from “4” (likely) to “3” (possible).
4.1.4 The comments associated with some risks have been amended to reflect a
progress over the past quarter including the proposed resolution to the
Sargeant judgement. However, other than the amended risk above, there
have been no amendments to the scoring of any of the risks.
5.0

SCHEME MONITORING

5.1

LPPA Performance

5.1.1 To allow members of the Board to perform effective governance and
oversight of the Fund Administration, the quarterly performance report to 30
September 2020 is attached at Appendix 2.
5.1.2 In the quarter to 30 September 2020, performance against all but one of the
KPIs has been 100%, against the SLA target of 95%, with all targets being
met resulting in an overall performance of 99.07% for the quarter. Other
than June and August 2020, performance has been 100% for every month
since September 2019.
5.1.3 The risk register notes that, without mitigations, COVID-19 poses a
significant risk to the administration service provided to the Fund. It is
therefore a positive outcome that LPPA performance has not been materially
affected by the pandemic. The Fund continues to provide robust scrutiny and
challenge to the quality of service provided by LPPA to ensure that scheme
employers are supported throughout the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and
any impact on scheme members is minimised.
5.1.4 In addition to the industry standard indicators provided, the LPPA
Performance Report also reports on whole system performance data by
including statistics relating to the time taken from when a member requests
to be put into pension until the time their pension is ready for first payment.
5.1.5 This period can be influenced by response times from the scheme member,
as well as by LPPA. While LPPA cannot control all these elements,
monitoring the complete cycle is more representative of the scheme member
experience. Such indicators help to inform the Scheme of where any
systematic blockages are occurring and thereby where to direct resources
aimed at improving our members’ experience.
5.1.6 From 2020/21, the report identifies response times for new retirements for
deferred members and active members with an analysis between the time
taken for LPPA to process the retirements and the time cases are on hold
due to information being required from the scheme member, employer, or
AVC provider. Monthly data for Q2 is summarised in the table below.
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Time taken to put scheme members into pension:

LPPA processing time
(average working
days)
Case on hold
(average working
days)
Total Average
Working Days

Deferred Members
July 20 Aug 20 Sept 20
0
5
0

Active Members
July 20 Aug 20 Sept 20
0
8
13

0

0

0

0

33

12

0

5

0

0

41
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5.1.7 The majority of the cases on hold in August 2020 were due to awaiting
information from the employer, whereas in September they were all awaiting
member information. It takes LPPA longer, on average, to put an active
member into pension than a deferred member. This is due to often requiring
additional information from employees before an active scheme member can
be put into pension.
5.1.8 At their last meeting the Board were informed of the introduction of the
Public Sector Exit Payments Cap legislation (approved by HM Government
on 30 September 2020), and the requirement for additional legislation to
amend the FPS regulations to implement this. The changes are expected to
be introduced in early 2021, and there is a risk that software developers may
not have been able to update systems to enable the required calculations to
be automated. This may mean the calculations of estimates and pension
benefits for a small number of retirees will have to be undertaken manually.
Officers are working closely with LPPA to assess the impact this may have.
The Operations Director at LPPA has advised that “LPPA remain committed
to continuing to deliver the SLA performance whilst navigating these
complexities however, to maintain performance, we may need to increase
resource depending on the level and type of additional work.”
5.1.9 The Scheme will continue to provide robust scrutiny and challenge to the
quality of service provided by LPPA to ensure that the service experienced
by scheme members and employers is good, consistent and sustainable.
5.2

Legal breaches recorded / reported during the quarter

5.2.1 All individuals with a role in the Scheme have a duty to report breaches of
law when they have reasonable cause to believe that a breach of material
significance to the Pensions Regulator has taken place. Where a breach is
not deemed material there is a requirement to record the breach.
5.2.2 In line with good governance and the Scheme’s policy and procedure on
reporting breaches of the law, the Fire Local Pension Board are notified of: 


all breaches, including those reported to the Pensions Regulator and
those unreported, with the associated dates;
in relation to each breach, details of what action was taken and the
result of any action (where not confidential); and
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any future actions for the prevention of the breach in question being
repeated.

5.2.3 There are no breaches to report for the quarter to 30 September 2020.
5.3

Scheme Discretions

5.3.1 As per the update in the previous meeting the Discretions Policy has now
had final sign off. The policy is now available on Intouch at
https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/hr/pensions/default.asp under the Firefighters
tab.
5.4

Pensions Ombudsman

5.4.1 There have been no cases referred to the Pensions Ombudsman during this
period.
5.5

IDRP

5.5.1 There have been no IDRP appeals received during this period.
5.6

Pensionable Pay

5.6.1 As per the update at the previous meeting, the pensionable pay analysis
following the Booth v Mid and West Wales (2019) case has now been
completed with no pay elements needing amending. Since the last meeting,
our Trade Unions have been updated. The payroll rationalisation exercise
continues. People Management will continue to liaise with the Service
Centre to ensure this is completed
5.7

Data Quality:

5.7.1 Work on improving the data held within the Scheme has been scaled back
during the year to ensure the Scheme can appropriately meet other
challenges, including the impact of COVID-19, and new legislation /
regulatory changes whilst prioritising work to meet requirements of the
Pensions Regulator.
6.0

POLICY AND REGULATION

Regulatory changes
6.1
This section of the monitoring report provides a summary for Members on
recent and proposed future changes to legislation which may impact on the
Scheme.
6.2

Remedy to Sargeant Age Discrimination Case

6.2.1 On 16 July 2020, HM Treasury launched a formal consultation on its
proposed changes to the transitional arrangements to the 2015 schemes
(including the Firefighters’ scheme) to remedy the discrimination found in the
Sargeant case.
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6.2.2 The proposed remedy is complex but thorough. CFRS welcomed the
proposals and consider these are appropriate to address the discrimination
found in the 2015 pension scheme amendments.
6.2.3 A copy of the Scheme’s response to the consultation was shared with Board
members and submitted to HM Treasury before the consultation closed on
11 October 2020. Officers are awaiting the outcomes of the consultation
and will advise the Board when further information is available.
6.2.4 A paper was completed by People Management and Legal Services on the
implementation of the Immediate Detriment Guidance (Home Office
guidance). The purpose of this information note was to provide the Chief
Fire Officer (the Scheme Manager) with information in relation to the
immediate detriment guidance note supplied by Home Office (HO) on 21
August 2020 to Fire and Rescue Authorities (FRAs), to highlight the issues
and risks and to seek a decision on the way forward at the current time.
Following review of the Bevan Brittan legal advice note, the HO guidance
and Local Government Association (LGA) guidance, People Management
and Legal Services were of the view that the HO Guidance should not be
implemented at this time. The primary reasons for that was the note itself
was stated to be interim guidance and it does not provide any kind of firm
assurance to FRAs (and pension scheme members) that they can safely and
lawfully rely on its terms to determine and make payments at this time and it
would be prudent to wait until further guidance is issued to take action to
address those who fall into the immediate detriment category. The
recommendation was accepted by the Chief Fire Officer and subsequently
the Trade Union’s were informed.
6.2.5 It is understood that LGA have sought clarification on outstanding issues in
relation to the HO guidance and further information to FRA’s is expected at
which point the matter can be further reviewed.
7.0

OTHER MATTERS
Training

7.1.1 Board Members continue to be notified of relevant training events (internal
and external) as and when they arise and are encouraged to attend.
7.1.2 Guidance and training material can be accessed by Board Members via the
link below to the dedicated Fire Local Pension Board Sharepoint site: https://extranet.cumbria.gov.uk/CLGPS/ers/FireLPB/default.aspx
Public Service Pension Schemes – Governance and Administration
Survey 2019, published November 2020:
7.1.3 A survey was first undertaken by the Pensions Regulator (tPR) in 2015 to
assess how schemes were meeting the new requirements of the Public
Service Pensions Act 2013, and the standards to which they were being run.
Further surveys have been run annually to provide a regular assessment of
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performance, understand barriers to improvement, and delve deeper into the
top risks facing public service schemes.
7.1.4 In 2019 the responses covered 98% of FRS schemes which relates to 97.5
% of Scheme membership. Results for the review of six key processes that
tPR monitors as indicators of public service scheme performance were
unchanged since 2018, aside from a decrease for risk management. Almost
two-thirds (64%) of all public service schemes, including the Cumbria FRS,
have all six of the key processes in place, representing 71% of all
membership. This is particularly positive given that the results were lowest
for Firefighters’ schemes at 55%.
7.1.5 The proportion of all public service schemes with documented procedures
for assessing and managing risks fell from 92% in 2018 to 82% in 2019.
Although the reduction was only 4% for FRS schemes, they are still the
schemes which are least likely to have this process in place, at 76%. The
full report is available online on the Pension Regulator’s website: https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk//media/thepensionsregulator/files/import/pdf/public-service-governance-andadministration-survey-2019.ashx
7.1.6 The Cumbria FPS maintains a dedicated Risk Register. This is a dynamic
document which is updated as and when any developments arise that lead
to a change in the risks to the Scheme and is formally reviewed by the Board
on a quarterly basis. The Board has also performed a ‘deep dive’ exercise
of the register with consideration being given to those risks that were most
critical to the Fund. The review also resulted in a new simplified format, and
improved visibility of controls and measures in place to ensure risks are
being managed effectively.
8.0

OPTIONS

8.1

To either note the performance of the Cumbria Firefighters’ Pension Scheme
(FPS) to 30 September 2020 and any material policy or governance issues
and national regulatory changes to 31 December 2020 or request further
information.

9.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

9.1

The Sargeant ruling is expected to result in changes to the Firefighters’
Pension Scheme and an increase in the cost of the Scheme. The full extent
of these changes and the anticipated increase in costs is not yet known and
will only become apparent once a final remedy has been determined by the
employment tribunal. The Board will continue to be advised of progress with
this valuation through the Monitoring Reports, specific reports and verbal
updates to the Board when appropriate.
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10.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

10.1

The report is for the Board to note and there are therefore no direct legal
implications.

11.0

CONCLUSION

11.1

To ensure good governance the Scheme must have in place a suite of fit for
purpose policies and risk control procedures. Regular scrutiny by this Board
will provide challenge and help ensure these stay current and effective.

John Beard
Chief Fire Officer
3 February 2021
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Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
RISKS

1

1.1. Information security arrangements

Sept Dec
2020 2020
15

15

Target
10

DOT

CORPORATE RISK PROFILE
(Risk Score = Likelihood x Impact)
Impact
Likelihood

2
3

1.2. Pensions administration processes

12

9

6

Appendix 1

1

2

3

4

5

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Most severe

5

1.3. Scheme member communication

4

4

4

Very
Likely

1.4. Data quality

6

6

3

Likely

8

Possible
Unlikely

1.6

4
4

3
5

1.5. Payment of contributions

8

8

2

2.3

1.2

1.3; 2.4;
2.5

1.4; 1.7
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6

1.6 Sargeant Judgement

12

12

9

7

1.7 COVID-19 impact on Pensions’ Admin

6

6

6

8

2.1. Pension Regulator Intervention

5

5

5

Summary of risk changes
since last reported

9

2.2. Regulatory changes

8

8

8

▪ No new risks added, or risks
deleted during the quarter.

10 2.3. Financial irregularity

6

6

6

11 2.4 Loss of key personnel

4

4

4

12 2.5. Conflicts of Interest

4

4

4

13 2.6 Operational disaster

4

4

4

1

1.1
1.5; 2.2
2.6

2.1

Very
unlikely

▪ The likelihood of occurrence
score associated with Pensions
Administration services (risk ref.
1.2) has been reduced from 4 to
3.

Emerging Risks
▪ There are no emerging risks as at
December 2020. However, the
impact of COVID-19 on the
Scheme’s administration continues
to be monitored closely.
▪ There continues to be an emerging
risk related to the as yet unknown
implications of Sargeant on the
liabilities and the impact this may
have on employer contributions in
the future. This risk is being
managed through the valuation
process and does not warrant a
separate risk on the register.
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CUMBRIA FIREFIGHTERS’ PENSION BOARD RISK REGISTER (December 2020)
1. Scheme Administration
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place

Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
1.1

30

Scheme Information Security
Manager Arrangements
& LPPA
There is a risk that the
Council will experience a
Senior
Manager significant information
security incident.
Caused by a concerted
cyber attack on Council or
LPPA systems, inadequate
information security
arrangements, lack of
training, awareness or
human error.
Resulting in partial or total
interruption to service
delivery to scheme
members, the scheme
employer, Scheme Officers
or LPPA.
Disclosure of personal data
or a data breach leading to
financial penalties, liability
claims and reputational

Cumbria County Council (CCC) – Corporate Risk
15
(5x3)
DOT

10
(5x2)

Cumbria County Council

• The County Council maintains a detailed corporate • All staff, elected Members and Pension Board
risk register including the risk associated with
members are required to complete on-line data
Information Security Arrangements.
security training with a new module launched in
• The Scheme adheres to the controls and measures
2020/21.
in place detailed within the Corporate Risk Register.
• All staff within the team have completed the GDPR Local Pension Partnership (LPP):
& Information Security e-learning training which is
renewed on an annual basis. All Members have • Activities are underway to refresh the Group’s
received training on information security.
Cyber Essentials certification together with
obtaining Cyber Essentials Plus certification.
• The Scheme Manager is compliant with the
requirements of GDPR.
• Any data breaches by officers within the scheme • LPP’s ‘Secure-Score’ is currently delivering
improvements, primarily delivered through:
are reported through the Council’s data breach
processes and also recorded on the Scheme’s
• Increased monitoring alerts and notifications of
breach register.
cyber security events, through use of Microsoft
Identity monitoring & Cloud Application Security
• In the event of systems being interrupted, the
tooling.
Council will implement the relevant Business
Continuity Plan to ensure service continuity in a
• Introduction of control policies which manage
timely manner.
detection of unsanctioned applications.
• Information security controls within the Council have
• Reviews of administrative privileges &
strengthened and have been independently
compliance to Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)
assessed in the following three areas:
Policies.
o GDPR: ‘Substantial Assurance’ Internal Audit
opinion June 2019.
o Cyber Security: ‘Reasonable Assurance’ Internal

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
damage

Audit opinion June 2019.
o PSN: Annual Independent PSN Accreditation
confirmed July 2019.
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Local Pension Partnership Administration (LPPA):
• Cyber security risks and controls in place
• Services are backed up to tape every night and held
off site. Disaster Recovery Plan is tested twice
yearly.
• Networks protected by fire walls to prevent
unauthorised access. Intrusion Prevention Systems
in place and penetration tests completed annually.

1.2

Scheme Pension Administration
Manager Processes
& LPPA
There is a risk of delays in
scheme members entering
Senior
Manager into pension or receiving
other services from the
scheme in an untimely
manner.
Caused by organisational
restructure within LPPA &
personnel changes and the
need for retraining.
Resulting in customer
dissatisfaction with the
service.

9
(3x3)
DOT

6
(3x2)

Formal agreement in place with Lancashire County
Council for the discharge of pension administration
functions through the Local Pensions Partnership
Administartaion (LPPA). This confirms Lancashire will
exercise the same skill, care and diligence they would
apply to the discharge of their own functions in relation
to the administration of pensions.

Officers continue to closely review LPPA performance
specifically with regard to the experience received by
scheme members.

Specific issues relating to COVID-19 are addressed in
risk 1.7 – “COVID-19 – Impact on Pensions’
Administration”.
The most recent Performance report showed
Formal quarterly meetings of LPPA and Cumbria performance levels of 99.07% against a 95% target.
pensions officers to review and consider standards of
service provision against LPPA internal KPIs. Regular
(at least quarterly meeting) of operational group and
ongoing dialogue with officers at LPPA throughout the
year. LPPA host an annual Client Forum providing
officers the opportunity to engage with representatives
from other Schemes with LPPA as their pensions’
administrator.
Internal audit assurance is provided annually by
Lancashire County Council that internal controls with

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
LPPA over the operation and administration of Cumbria
Fire Service Pension Scheme data are adequate and
effective.
LPPA also maintain their own Internal Audit programme
and advise Officers of the findings of these reports.
1.3

32

Scheme Scheme Member
Manager Communication
& LPPA
There is a risk that scheme
members will not receive
Senior
Manager appropriate or effectively
communications from the
scheme manager.

4
(2x2)

4
(2x2)

DOT

Caused by not having an
effective Communication
Strategy in place or
engagement strategy or
inaccurate / incomplete
data
Resulting in customer
dissatisfaction and noncompliance with the
Pension Regulators Code
of Practice 14.
1.4

Scheme Data Quality
Manager
There is a risk that member
data is incomplete or
Senior
Manager inaccurate.

6

3

LPPA provide the Scheme’s communication with The Scheme’s Data Improvement Plan (presented
scheme members.
elsewhere on this agenda), details that all standard
correspondence from LPPA is being reviewed by the
The ‘My Pension On-Line’ (MPO) tool is a key scheme officers and assessed for readability and
mechanism through which LPPA communicates with comprehension. Where appropriate improvements will
members and work is ongoing to increase the be recommended to LPPA.
Dependent upon the
percentage of members signing up to this.
results of this review, this exercise may be repeated for
the FPS.
LPPA introduced a revised version of MPO in April
2019, following end-user testing by officers within the An update on this review will be presented to a future
LGPS. This will have greater compatibility with android meeting of the Fire Local Pension Board.
and iPhones.
MPO is promoted by the Scheme Manager and LPPA to
LPPA have confirmed that 100% of ABS’s were issued attempt to increase take up of this self-serve pensions
in advance of the statutory deadline of 31st August tool.
2020.

Internal audit work undertaken on LPPA controls to
provide assurance that internal controls over the
operation and administration Cumbria’s data are
adequate and effective (annually).

Data review has been conducted and a data
improvement plan is presented to the Board elsewhere
on this agenda. Progress against the Improvement Plan
will be reported as a standing item to each Board
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Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
(3 x 2)
This could be caused by
poor internal controls within
the scheme and the
employer with information
not being passed to LPPA
in a timely manner.

(3 x 1)

DOT

33

This could result in having
an impact on the
production of Annual
Benefit Statements for
scheme members.

meeting.
Monthly reconciliation of employer contributions to data
submitted by the employer.
The Data Improvement Plan includes a data tracing
exercise to review the addresses of all deferred
Quarterly LPPA key performance indicators includes members and attempt to trace active members and
measures of timeliness of update of records.
pensioners where an accurate address is not currently
held.
The scheme reported data quality in excess of 99% for
common data and over 93% for scheme-specific data to The Plan also notes a report received from the
the Pension Regulator in November 2018 (a result in Government Actuary’s Department (GAD) noting
line with other Firefighters’ Pension schemes).
actions to be taken to address data quality ahead of the
2020 scheme valuation.
Employer responsibilities are reinforced by officers
through a range of communication channels with the
employee/scheme member.
A Data improvement plan has been developed and an
update is provided elsewhere on this agenda (it is a
standing item on the agenda of meetings of the Fire
Local Pension Board).

1.5

Scheme
Employer
&
Scheme
Manager
Senior
Manager

Payment of contributions
There is a risk that
employer fails to pay
contributions (or the correct
level of contributions) into
the scheme.
This could be caused by
employer error, business
failure or the general
impact of increases in

8

8

(4 x 2)

(4 x 2)

DOT

Monthly monitoring and reconciliation of contribution Monitoring and reconciliation of contributions continue
payments is undertaken by Scheme Manager to ensure to be undertaken monthly and a full reconciliation is
contributions received are timely and accurate. This completed and checked as part of the year end process.
reconciliation is considered as part of the annual audit
process.

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
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Current Controls & Measures in Place

Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

This is an emerging risk and the Scheme will be
monitoring announcements from the Fire Scheme
Advisory Board as to additional information required
from the employer and additional workstreams for the
Scheme and LPPA.

The Scheme is currently reviewing announcements
related to Sargeant to try to assess the scale and scope
of additional work. Representatives from the LGA
attended the last Board meeting to provide a training
session for Members.

The Scheme will be discussing this emerging issue with
LPPA through its usual monitoring meetings and will be
making preparations for managing the additional
workloads. This is likely to have an impact on the
Pensions Administration budget however it is not
expected that any material additional costs will be
incurred until 2020/21.

The Scheme will be working closely with LPPA to
identify what additional workload is required.

(Impact x Likelihood)
employer contribution rates
This could constitute a
breach reportable to the
Pensions Regulator.
1.6

Scheme
Employer
&
Scheme
Manager

Sargeant Judgement

34

There is a risk that the
Scheme is unable to
adequately comply with
required administration
Senior
processes arising from the
Manager resolution of the Sargeant
judgement.
This could be caused by
employer not having
historic employment data
for affected members;
LPPA not having
appropriate resource to
undertake the work; the
Scheme having
insufficiently capacity to
adequately review the
results; or insufficient
budget to fund the required
project work.
This could result in legal
breaches reportable to the
Pensions Regulator;

12

9

(3 x 4)

(3 x 3)

Planned improvements will be reported to the Fire Local
Pension Board when there is greater clarity as to what
is required from the Scheme.
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Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
incorrect pension
entitlements being
calculated for pensioners;
and loss of credibility with
scheme members and
employer.
1.7

35

Scheme
Employer
,LPPA &
Scheme
Manager

COVID-19 Impact on
Pensions Administration

There is a risk that COVID19 could have an impact on
the delivery of pensions
Senior
administration services
Manager within the Scheme.
This could be caused by
resourcing issues within
LPPA, the Scheme or the
Scheme Manager such as
staff sickness, excess
workloads e.g. increased
death cases, furloughed
staff etc.
This could result in poor
administration across the
Scheme including failure to
pay pensions to scheme
members, payment of
contributions by the CFRS
and other adherence to
regulatory requirements

6

6

(3 x 2)

(3 x 2)

Staff of the Scheme Employer and Manager and at The existing procedures are considered appropriate to
LPPA are following government guidance and working mitigate the risk of a significant effect on the ability of
from home where possible.
the Scheme to provide an effective pensions
administration service for the Scheme including the
Staff resources has been focused on providing essential payment of the monthly pension payroll, and
administration services including payment of monthly compliance with regulatory requirements.
payroll and processing payments payable following the
notified death of scheme members.
A new telephone service suitable for home working
arrangements is being procured by LPPA to ensure an
enhanced service for scheme members.

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
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2. Governance & Regulation
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place

Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

The Scheme is appropriately resourced with well trained
and knowledgeable staff who understand their
regulatory obligations to the Pensions Regulator and
other statutory bodies.

Officers will continue to “horizon scan” to understand
emerging issues that may have an impact on the future
of the Scheme. Where appropriate, the Fire Local
Pension Board will continue to be appraised of any
emerging issues.

(Impact x Likelihood)
2.1

Scheme Pension Regulator
Manager Intervention
There is a risk that the
Senior
Manager Scheme commits a serious
regulatory breach

5
(5x1)

5
(5x1)

DOT

36

The Senior Manager ensures that staff take the time to
consider upcoming deadlines and prioritise workloads The Scheme undertakes an annual assessment of
accordingly.
training needs of each Member. The results of this
assessment inform the Training Plan for the Scheme.
The Scheme has good contacts with other Scheme
Managers, the LGA, CIPFA and other bodies to ensure Officers will arrange for high quality training to be
that it is aware of changing regulations and their impact available to all members Fire Local Pension Board
to the Scheme.
throughout the year to ensure that Members have the
appropriate skills and knowledge to take informed
The Fire Local Pension Board is advised on new decisions at each meeting.
regulations and emerging issues at each meeting.

This could be caused by
the Scheme failing to
advise the Regulator of
regulatory matter (e.g.
reporting a breach,
submitting the Scheme
Return) or failing to
implement new regulations.
This could result in a
detrimental effect to the
service being provided to
scheme members and the
employer. It could also
result in serious
reputational implications for
the Scheme Manager and
potentially a financial
penalty.

2.2

Scheme Regulatory Changes
Manager
There is a risk that the
Senior
Scheme is mandated to

The Pension Regulator is maintaining a focus on all
Public Sector pension schemes and is beginning to levy
its first fines for failure to meet regulatory obligations.
The Pension Regulator has also noted that it will be
more proactive in enforcing regulations in the future.

8

8

Officers of the Scheme Manager respond to Officers of the Scheme Manager will continue to monitor
government consultations where relevant to help the regulatory environment to be aware of any potential
influence policy.
changes to the scheme.
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Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
Manager change the benefits
payable under the Scheme
or other such regulatory
change.

(4 x 2)

(4 x 2)
Where relevant, the Scheme Manager will support Where appropriate, officers will draft responses to
lobbying or lobby directly to ensure that its voice is consultations affecting the Scheme and consult with the
heard in the development of national policy.
Chair of the Fire Local Pension Board before
submission.
Officers within the Scheme ensure that they are aware
of impending amendments to regulations and advise the
Fire Local Pension Board (and, where relevant, the
employer and scheme members) in a timely way as to
any amendments and their impact to the Scheme.

DOT

This may be caused by
government policy or
amendments to
regulations.

37
2.3

This may result in the
costing of the scheme
being affected which could
materially impact employer
contributions.
Scheme Financial Irregularity
Manager
There is a risk of fraud,
Senior
fraudulent behaviour, or
Manager unintentional
overpayments.
This may be caused by
fraudulent activity or
misunderstanding.
Failure to address financial
irregularity may result in a
financial loss to the
Scheme Manager or
employer, as well as
reputational damage to the
Council.

6

6

(2 x 3)

(2 x 3)

DOT

Fraudulent Activity – Active participation in the Officers conducted a review of data from the National
National Fraud Initiative reduces likelihood of Fraud Initiative in 2018, there were no cases requiring
unidentified deaths and fraudulent pension claims.
further investigation.
Segregation of duties and a delegated scheme of
authority minimises the risk of fraud within the Scheme.
Unintentional overpayments – The NFI activity may
identify overpayments where no fraudulent activity has
arisen but a benefactor has unintentionally benefited
from the Scheme, e.g. payments continuing to be made
to a widow(er) following the death of their partner. In
such instances officers act compassionately.

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place
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Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
2.4

Scheme Loss of key personnel
Manager
There is a risk that the
Senior
scheme manager may lose
Manager key personnel.
This risk could be caused
by staff retiring, moving on
or otherwise being on longterm absence.

38
2.5

4

4

(2 x 2)

(2 x 2)

The Scheme Manager is appropriately resourced and
has effective arrangements in place to cover for short
term absence. Managers consider succession planning
for key staff within the team.
A comprehensive skills needs assessment is
undertaken for all Officers and Members of the Fire
Local Pension Board on a regular basis and a training
plan developed to address any areas for improvement.

DOT

The Scheme Manager will continue to consider
succession planning arrangements in the event of loss
of key personnel.
An internal appointment within the team has given
scope to help mitigate this risk.
The training plan is approved by the Board.

This could result in an
erosion of skills and
knowledge within the
scheme manager.
Scheme Conflicts of interest
Manager
There is a risk that conflicts
Senior
of interest in the
Manager governance of the Scheme
may detrimentally affect
decision making.
This could be caused by
those involved with the
governance of the Scheme
being influenced by
interests outside of the
Scheme.
This could result in
decisions being taken that
are detrimental to the

4

4

(2 x 2)

(2 x 2)

DOT

Fire Local Pension Board: all members have signed
up to the Board’s Code of Conduct and Conflicts of
interest policy (which are aligned to those of the
Council). At each meeting, members are asked to
disclose any changes to their situation.
All interests are recorded and published on the
Council’s website.
If appropriate legal advice can be sought as to any
potential conflicts of interest within the Scheme.

The existing procedures are considered appropriate to
mitigate the risk of conflicts of interest, but this position
will be kept under review.
Any potential conflicts of interest are declared at the
commencement of each meeting and these are
declarations are included in the minutes of each
meeting.
All members of the Fire Local Pension Board are aware
of how to manage potential conflicts. If there is doubt
members of the Board may seek advice from the
respective Chair or the Council’s Monitoring Officer.

Cumbria Fire Local Pension Board Risk Register at December 2020
Risk
Ref
Risk
Owner

Risk Title & Description

Current
Risk
Score
DOT

Target
Score
Current Controls & Measures in Place

Appendix 1

Planned Improvements to controls and measures to
manage the risk

(Impact x Likelihood)
Scheme Manager or the
Council.
2.6

39

Scheme Operational Disaster
Manager
& LPPA There is a risk that an
operational disaster may
Senior
impact onto the Scheme.
Manager
This could be caused by
fire / flood / extreme
weather events etc.
This could result in the
Scheme not being able to
operate effectively.

4

4

(4 x 1)

(4 x 1)

DOT

CCC: Business continuity procedures are in place for The existing procedures are considered appropriate to
the scheme manager (CCC). These are tested mitigate the risk of operational disaster, but this position
corporately on a regular basis in accordance with CCC will be kept under review.
policies and procedures.
Where weaknesses are identified, these are addressed
appropriately in order to improve the Scheme’s
preparedness for operational disaster.
Administration (LPPA):
LPPA have business continuity procedures in place for
Pensions administration. These are reviewed by
Lancashire County Council’s emergency planning
services which provide a QA function by in respect of
individual service plans.

Note: An upward arrow on the Direction of Travel represents an increase in the risk score since the previous quarter – hence either the potential impact or
the likelihood of the risk occurring has increased.
Similarly, a downward arrow on the Direction of Travel represents a decrease in the risk score since the previous quarter – hence either the potential impact or
the likelihood of the risk occurring has decreased.
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Cumbria Fire & Rescue Service
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Quarterly
Administration
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Definitions

Page 6

Page 11

Page 22

Total Fund Membership

Elapsed Times

Telephone Numbers

Total Fund Membership is the number of Member records held on
the LPPA pensions administration system that are contributing to,
awaiting benefits, or receiving benefits from the pension fund.

Elapsed days represent the total number of working days between the
case being set up, and when it was completed by LPPA.

The number and % of telephone numbers held by Member status
(this is important as LPPA use telephone contact details where
possible to reduce elapsed times).

Current age demographic

Page 14

Existing e-mail addresses

The age profile of the Membership is split across three types of status:

Helpdesk Performance

The number and % of emails held by Member status (this is
important as LPPA utilise email as the preferred method of written
communication).

Active Members – Members who are currently contributing toward
their pension benefits.

43

Deferred Members – Members who hold a deferred benefit in the
fund.

Average wait time measures the time taken from the caller being
placed into the queue, to them speaking with a Helpdesk adviser.

E-Communications Opt-outs

Pensioner Members – Pensioners and Dependants who are currently
receiving a pension.

The percentage of calls answered does not include calls that are
abandoned by the caller where the wait time is less than 2 minutes.
From July 2020, the average wait time is Client specific (prior to this, it
was measured for All Clients).

Page 8

Page 17

Common/Conditional Data Fails

Casework Performance Against SLA

Customer Satisfaction Scores

Performance is measured once all information is made available to
LPPA, to enable them to complete the process. All casework has a
target timescale in which to complete the process, and performance
is measured as the % of cases that have been completed within that
timescale.

The Helpdesk satisfaction scores (telephone, email and retirement)
are the percentage of people who completed the survey with a
satisfied (green) or neutral (amber) response. The Retirement
satisfaction score illustrates the total surveys taken, split by response
of Dissatisfied or Satisfied.

The Pension Regulator requires Administrators to keep Member
data up to date to ensure benefits are accurately paid. This is split
by Common Data (details that are specific to the Member) and
Conditional Data (data that is related to the pension).

Page 9 & 10

Page 19

Casework Performance Against SLA

My Pension Online (MPO)

The category of ‘Other’ on this page covers cases including, but not
exclusive to:

The number and % of Members who have signed up to “My Pension
Online” (online Member portal), including a quarterly view and a
comparison with the overall LPPA sign up rate (all Members).

The number and % of Members who have chosen not to receive
email communications.
Page 25

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefit revisions
Maternity/paternity cases
Ill Health cases
Scheme Opt-Out cases
Cases raised to cover ‘My Pension Online’ registration queries
P60 queries
50/50 scheme changes
APC / AVC queries

Individual Fails shows the total number of unique Members that
have a single or multiple number of Common Data or Conditional
Data fails. On both charts, the Accuracy Rate (%) then compares the
number of Individual Fails to the total number of Scheme Members.
The TPR (The Pension Regulator) data scores were originally collected
on a quarterly basis, but from June 2020 both have been collected
monthly.
For more detail on the Data Items / Error types presented in
these charts, please visit either the TPR or PASA (The Pension
Administration Standards Association) websites.

Page 20
My Pension Online (MPO)
The number of Members that are registered for My Pension Online,
split by Member status and age profile.

3
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Our Core Values
This administration report is produced in accordance with
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the provision of
pension administration services.
The report describes the performance of Local Pensions
Partnership Administration (LPPA) against the standards
set out in the SLA.
Within LPPA, our values play a fundamental role in
guiding our behaviour as we grow our pensions services
business and share the benefits with our clients.

44
4
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Annual Plan 2020/21

ACTIVITY

COMPLETED

Apr
20

May
20

Jun
20

Jul
20

DUE

Aug
20

Sep
20

Oct
20

Nov
20

Dec
20

Jan
21

Feb
21

Mar
21

45

Annual Benefit Statement and Newsletter to
Deferred Members

Pension Increases

P60s and Newsletter to Pensioners

Annual Benefit Statement and Newsletter to
Active Members

Pension Saving Statements

HMRC Scheme Returns

5
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Fund Membership

TOTAL FUND MEMBERSHIP

Active Contributors

SCHEME BREAKDOWN

Deferred Beneficiaries

Active Contributors

Pensioners & Dependants

2,000

Deferred Beneficiaries

Pensioners & Dependants

800

46

700
1,600
1,410
510

1,444
511

1,448

1,469

521

524

600
500

358

381

389

396

Members

Members

1,200

800

637
6

139

478
492

415

400
300
213

400

542

552

538

549

200

25
182

78

100
0

Q3 19/20

Q4 19/20

Q1 20/21

Q2 20/21

0

141

37
26

6

38
25

1992

2006

2006-S

2015

6
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Fund Membership

CURRENT AGE DEMOGRAPHIC
Under 21

21 to 30

31 to 40

41 to 50

51 to 60

61 to 70

Over 70

47

250

200

Members

150

100

50

0

Active

Deferred

Pensioner

7
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Casework Performance Against SLA

PERFORMANCE - ALL CASES

Target (95%)

The quarterly SLA performance was 99.07%

100%
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

95%

100%

48

96.8%

100%
96.6%

90%

Performance

85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
Oct 19

Nov 19

Dec 19

Jan 20

Feb 20

Mar 20

Apr 20

May 20

Jun 20

Jul 20

Aug 20

Sep 20

8
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Casework Performance Against SLA

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE STANDARD

Target

49

(working days)

SLA target

Total
Processed

New starters

10

16

Transfer In

10

0

Transfer Out

15

2

100%

Estimate – Individual

10

20

100%

Deferred Benefits

15

9

100%

Deaths

10

2

100%

Retirements (immediate)

10

5

100%

Retirements (deferred)

10

1

100%

Refunds

10

2

100%

Estimates – Employer

10

0

Correspondence

10

25

Aggregation

30

0

Other (see Definitions – page 3)

92%

93%

94%

95%

96%

97%

98%

99%

100%
100%

96%

25

91

100%

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

9
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Casework Performance Against SLA

ONGOING CASEWORK AT THE END OF THE REPORTING QUARTER

50

Brought Forward

Completed

Received

Outstanding

New Starters

1

16

21

6

Transfer In

3

0

4

7

Transfer Out

1

2

1

0

Estimate - Individual

4

20

24

8

Deferred Benefits

8

9

11

10

Deaths

1

2

3

2

Retirements (Immediate)

2

5

7

4

Retirements (Deferred)

1

1

3

3

Refunds

1

2

3

2

Estimates - Employer

0

0

0

0

Correspondence

2

25

36

13

Aggregation

0

0

0

0

Other (see Definitions – page 3)

25

25

26

26

10
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Elapsed Times

ELAPSED DAYS BY QUARTER

Q3 – 19/20

Q4 – 19/20

Q1 – 20/21

Q2 – 20/21

150

51
127

120

Working Days

117

124

115

96

90

67

60
50

51

50

46

61

56
46

61

16

11
4

0

New Starters

0

Transfer In

0

19

15

10

Transfer Out

50

29

27

26

56
47

45

30

0

95

2

Estimate –
Individual

Deferred
Benefits

Deaths

4

4

Retirements
(immediate)

5

Retirements
(deferred)

0

0

0

Refunds

0

0

Estimate –
Employer

10

12
5

9

Correspondence

11
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Elapsed Times (Retirements)

DEFERRED INTO PAYMENT

REASONS ON HOLD

Average working days with LPPA
Average working days with Employer/Member/Other

60

56
42

Total Elapsed Working Days

52

50

40

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9

Nov 19

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Dec 19

30.4

11.7

0.0

42.1

Jan 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Feb 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Mar 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Apr 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

May 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Jun 20

0.0

9.0

0.0

9.0

Jul 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

Aug 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sep
20

Sep 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23

Oct
19

Nov
19

Dec
19

5

2

4

0

0

2

0

Jan
20

Feb
20

Mar
20

Apr
20

May
20

Total

0.0

20

4

Other

Oct 19

30

14

Member

50

41

10

Employer

0
Jun
20

Jul
20

5
Aug
20

12
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Elapsed Times (Retirements)

REASONS ON HOLD

ACTIVE INTO PAYMENT
Average working days with LPPA
Average working days with Employer/Member/Other

120

53
96

100

Total Elapsed Working Days

61

80
59

60

31

63
7
56

46
41

26

40

33
35
28

20

25
19

17

7

2
15

12

0

0
Oct
19

Nov
19

Dec
19

0

0

Jan
20

Feb
20

Mar
20

Apr
20

May
20

12
20
13

Jun
20

0

8

Jul
20

Aug
20

Sep
20

Employer

Member

Other

Total

Oct 19

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Nov 19

18.4

11.8

0.8

31.0

Dec 19

0.0

0.0

7.0

7.0

Jan 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Feb 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Mar 20

0.0

61.0

0.0

61.0

Apr 20

0.0

7.0

0.0

7.0

May 20

2.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

Jun 20

3.3

22.7

0.0

26.0

Jul 20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Aug 20

25.0

8.1

0.0

33.1

Sep 20

0.0

12.0

0.0

12.0

13
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Helpdesk Performance - Calls

AVERAGE WAIT TIME

CALLS ANSWERED

The Helpdesk deals with all call and e-mail enquiries from both members and employers for all funds that LPPA provide administration services for. The call data could not be collected between
April and June due to the change in the way LPPA had to work during lockdown. LPPA implemented remote working and maintained an operational contact team but lost the management
information temporarily.
Overall business level
performance

From July, times are
client specific

Target

Performance

100%

6
Target

Performance
Bereavements

54

97.8%

5

4

94%

4:30

4:24

4:40

95%
94.2%

95.3%

95%
93.8%
92%

0

Oct 19

Answered

85%

Nov 19 Dec 19

Jan 20

Feb 20

Mar 20

1:36

1:44

1:42

1:27

1

90.9%

84.9%

2:13

2

3:34

2:47

2:53

3

1:54

Minutes

90%

Jul 20

Aug 20 Sep 20

80%

75%

Oct 19

Nov 19 Dec 19

Jan 20

Feb 20

Mar 20

Jul 20

Aug 20 Sep 20
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Helpdesk Performance - Calls
RESOLUTION RATE
(TARGET 75%)

64+36+I 85+15+I
93+7+I
JULY

55

64%

SEPTEMBER

93%

WHAT DO MEMBERS &
EMPLOYERS CALL ABOUT?

AUGUST

85%

JUL 20

AUG 20

SEP 20

ABS

1

2

0

Annual Allowance

0

0

1

AVC / APC

0

0

0

Bereavement

0

0

1

Deferred

0

0

0

Divorce

0

0

0

Estimate

3

2

1

Life Certificates

0

0

0

McCloud

0

0

0

Online

0

0

1

P60

0

2

0

Payslip

0

1

2

PI

0

0

0

Refund

0

0

0

Retirement

6

4

8

Transfer

1

2

0

Update Details

0

0

0
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Helpdesk Performance - Emails
RESOLUTION RATE
(TARGET 75%)

58+42+I 76+24+I
AUGUST

56

58%

WHAT DO MEMBERS &
EMPLOYERS EMAIL ABOUT?

SEPTEMBER

76%

AUG 20

SEP 20

ABS

1

1

Annual Allowance

0

0

AVC / APC

0

1

Bereavement

0

1

Deferred

0

0

Divorce

0

1

Estimate

2

2

Life Certificates

0

0

McCloud

0

0

Online

0

2

P60

1

1

Payslip

0

1

PI

0

0

Refund

1

0

Retirement

2

5

Transfer

1

1

Update Details

3

1

16
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Customer Satisfaction Scores

HELPDESK SATISFACTION

Telephone

Email

Non contractual target

Overall business level performance

From July, telephone scores are client
specific. Email scores are still business level

100%

57

95%

Customer Satisfaction Score (%)

90%
85%

91%

90%

90%
86%

85%

80%

84%

89%

88%

82%
78%

75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%

50%

45%
0%

40%
Apr 20

May 20

Jun 20

Jul 20

Aug 20

Sep 20
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Customer Satisfaction Scores

RETIREMENTS

Dissatisfied

100%

58

Non contractual target

Surveys taken

10

100%

100%

90%

9

80%

8

70%

7

60%

6

50%

5

40%

4

30%

3

20%

2

10%

1

0%

0%

0%
Apr 20

0%
May 20

0%

0%
Jun 20

0%

0%
Jul 20

0%

0%
Aug 20

0%

Surveys taken

Customer Satisfaction Score (%)

Satisfied

0

Sep 20
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My Pension Online

MEMBERS REGISTERED

Active

Deferred

Pensioner

Active
All LPPA (Active)

301

297

288

287

All LPPA (Pensioner)

57%

57%

56%

33%

34%

33%

32%

31%

30%

31%

% Members
128

189
127

114

108

171

172

200

31%

40%

166

Member Numbers

250

20%

10%

50
0

56%

50%

31%

59

300

100

All LPPA (Deferred)

Pensioner

60%

350

150

Deferred

Q3 19/20

Q4 19/20

Q1 20/21

Q2 20/21

0%

Q3 19/20

Q4 19/20

Q1 20/21

Q2 20/21
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My Pension Online

AGE DEMOGRAPHIC

Under 21

21 to 30

31 to 40

41 to 50

51 to 60

61 to 70

Over 70

150

60

133

Member Numbers

120

90

94

68

60

67

67
51
41

30

0

32

0

26

15

7
Active

0

0

4

6
Deferred

0

0

0

0

7
Pensioner

20
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Service Improvements

DELIVERED

SCHEDULED

61

1

Bereavement survey launched

1

Launch of single website for all Members and Employers

2

New Engagement and Communication team in place

2

Q2 Covid-19 impact analysis and service measures (update to clients)

3

In-house bulk email solution procured

3

Ongoing remote Employer training and workshops (delivered through
MS Teams)

4

Mortality tracing and address screening launched through Target

4

Member surveys to launch (estimates and transfers)

5

Member Communications Plan (updated and issued to Clients)

5

‘Livechat’ launch and available on the new website

6

Covid-19 impact analysis and service measures (Q1 Client pack)

6

DocuSign implementation to improve elapsed times

7

Website content review and rewrite (detailed pension processes)

8

23% of Member letters reviewed

7

Bulk email activity to Members and Employers planned:
a. New website launch
b. MPO registration and ongoing engagement
c. Increase Member Death Nominations

9

New format Quarterly Client reports (Q1) rolled out

10

Online Client Forum delivered to 22 attendees

11

Voice analytics launched through new telephony system (to improve
call quality monitoring)

12

Employer meetings and training sessions delivered remotely

21
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Member Contact Data

EMAIL ADDRESSES

62

Q3 – 19/20

Q4 – 19/20

Q1 – 20/21

Q2 – 20/21

Active Contributors

176 (32.47%)

185 (33.51%)

184 (34.2%)

202 (36.79%)

Deferred Beneficiaries

117 (32.68%)

124 (32.55%)

129 (33.16%)

130 (32.83%)

Pensioner and Dependants

301 (59.02%)

303 (59.3%)

311 (59.69%)

315 (60.11%)

Q3 – 19/20

Q4 – 19/20

Q1 – 20/21

Q2 – 20/21

Active Contributors

–

67 (12.14%)

72 (13.38%)

77 (14.03%)

Deferred Beneficiaries

–

63 (16.54%)

74 (19.02%)

73 (18.43%)

Pensioner and Dependants

–

142 (27.79%)

151 (28.98%)

151 (28.82%)

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

22
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Member Contact Data

DEATH NOMINATION
Q3 – 19/20

Q4 – 19/20

Q1 – 20/21

Q2 – 20/21

–

–

5 (0.93%)

43 (7.83%)

Q3 – 19/20

Q4 – 19/20

Q1 – 20/21

Q2 – 20/21

Active Contributors

203 (37.45%)

200 (36.23%)

199 (36.99%)

196 (35.70%)

Deferred Beneficiaries

125 (34.92%)

130 (34.12%)

132 (33.93%)

134 (33.84%)

35 (6.86%)

36 (7.05%)

36 (6.91%)

38 (7.25%)

Active Contributors

63
E-COMMUNICATIONS OPT-OUT

Pensioner and Dependants
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Engagement Activity (Employer & Scheme Member)

EMAILS
Date

Message / Campaign

Employer / Member

Action

23 July 2020

Bluelight MPO campaign

Employer

Launching the MPO campaign with tools for employers

31 July 2020

ABS Employer email

Employer

Advising employers that ABSs were live

15 September 2020

McCloud data collection

Employer

Key information about data collection in association with the McCloud
judgement

64
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Data Quality (TPR scores)

COMMON DATA

65

Data Item

Active

Deferred

Pensioner / Dependant

NI Number

0

0

3

Surname

0

0

0

Forename / Initials

0

0

0

Sex

0

0

0

Date of Birth

0

0

0

Date started pensionable service / Policy / Contributions

0

0

0

Expected retirement / maturity / target retirement date

0

0

0

Membership status

0

0

0

Last event status

0

0

0

Address

3

13

1

Postcode

3

13

1

Total fails

6

26

5

Individual fails

3

13

1

Total members

549

396

524

Accuracy rate

99.5%

96.7%

99.8%

Total accuracy rate

98.6%
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Data Item
Divorce records
Transfer In
AVC’s / Additional Contributions
Deferred Benefits
Tranches (DB)
Gross Pension (Pensioners)
Tranches (Pensioners)
Gross Pension (Dependants)
Tranches (Dependants)
Date of leaving
Date Joined Scheme
Employer Details
Salary
Crystallisation
Annual Allowance
LTA Factors
Date Contracted Out
Pre-88 GMP
Post-88 GMP
Total fails
Individual fails
Total members

Fails
0
0
1
1
2
3
7
26
0
0
0
0
2
6
5
0
0
46
24
123
114
1,469

Total accuracy rate

92.2%

Common

Conditional

100%
99%
98%
97%
96%
95%
Accuracy Rate

CONDITIONAL DATA

94%
93%
92%
91%
90%
89%
88%
87%
86%
85%

Oct
19

Nov
19

Dec
19

Jan
20

Feb
20

Mar
20

Apr
20

May
20

Jun
20

Jul
20

Aug
20

Sep
20
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